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About This Game

Challenge your skills in this new action-platformer adventure. Jump, Shoot and Dash throughout the city choosing which crisis
to solve first as you gain new powers and make a few allies along the way. Fight your way through legions of evil robots and

thugs as you try to save the world.

Navyblue is a star hero of Metromega, the most advanced, and now secure, place in the world. Bound to a near omnipotent
power called the Blueforce, he's been thrown in the career of vigilante and achieved to put every villain behind bars, except one.

But what happens when an evil scientist devices a way to even the playing field?
Doom has arrived and it's up to you to save the day!

Bolstered by a dangerous new weapon, several notorious villains have banded together.

Collect new suit designs throughout the city

Acquire powerful new weapons by defeating super villains

Explore the various districts of Metromega as you try to save them from destruction.
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really fun. feels like asteroids sort of and has old school dialogue in between levels. the lighting looks nice and controls are
tight.. Good sequel to the one of the best russian classic quests. One more epic hour of gameplay!
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8\/10. I bought Alchemy of Castle despite it's limited grasp of English because the concept sounded interesting enough to try
anyway. You play as a witch who wants to release the devil from hell. To do so, you need to craft 30 panacea.

I thought that sounded really cool. To be honest, I'd really like to play some games where the core gameplay involves alchemy.
I'm still looking for some good examples, so if you ever find a game like that, hit me up.

Sadly, this didn't turn out to be what I was hoping for. I imagined there'd be lots of gathering herbs and combining elements and
mixing potions. Basically you just click on a big pot in the middle of the room and it generates crystals which you use to make
health, mana, or soul potions to refill your constantly lowering health, mana, and soul bars. Every now and then the pot coughs
up a panacea. And that's it, that's the whole game. Just clicking on a pot. And you don't even get to see nice animations of the
crystals coming out of the pot. It just comes up with text saying +1 white crystal.

It's hard to be mad when this game only cost me 70 cents, I just wish it could have been so much more. So yeah, there's nothing
really to recommend this game, it's empty. Okay the two single pieces of artwork in the game are nice, that's the one positive.
1\/5 stars.
. I played this game before it was released on Steam.
As like the other Fervent game, Cupid, this one is really good for a short, free visual novel.
The story gets complex and like Cupid, depending on your choices, your ending and role in the game changes. You could be the
real Mike as well as the fake. The choices are small and subtle but impact your story greatly. The art is great. The writing is
good and overall for a free visual novel, it's really good.. Short words: I owe many games and that was the only one, that I want
to return.. i really really really like this game, great music gameplay and art! please make more, i would love to buy dlc or
another game like this. i would even pay 60$ for a fulll length game like this.
also the art in this is better then deep space waifu, imo some of the art in deep space waifu is kind of derpy, but in this game is
all top tier. i actually like the bullet hell system in this more. dont get me wrong i like deep space waifu, but i think the game
comes off a bit more profesonal looking.. Would of been a Nice Game If They Added France But now... They Have Abandoned
It
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It's pretty bad, and that's disappointing considering this is one of very few games on this subject matter. You basically just steer
your ships around the map, watching the AI gunners do their thing. Got boring extremely quickly.

Better off avoiding this one.. Fun game to pass some time. Don't expect any depth however, but then it's only 0.99 cents. I have
already gotten my moneys worth out of it.. this game is super boring ur just doing the same thing over and over.. Achievements
are broken, and honestly that's the only reason I was going to play this game. Go play 12 Labours of Hercules instead.. Game
stops running properly on mission 15 after the ground breaks away, cant place any defensive turrets. Would be a great game if
this was fixed!!. Speedrunners and fans of rock hard platformers might get some amount of enjoyment out of this, but only if
they have played every other game of this genre on steam. It's just a bland super meatboy clone.
And the music ... just doesn't fit.. This game was a surprising bit of fun, as long as you get in to it knowing it will be buggy and
very  very campy you'll have a good fun time. Though there are twists in the story you can see them coming from a mile
away, don't purchase this game for the story because you won't get much. However, if you're looking for some fun
gameplay there is a good bit for you here; though the afformentioned bugs can be detrimental to that.

PS the buggy section is the worst thing in the world. The program will Terminated??. good for have trading card. Crap.
Dev has to try push this sh!t three times on greenlight. And even on trailer you can see how bad it is.

It's just bad - only 3 pics (and of course "more to come"). Not many options. Misleading arrows (they don't show more
options, but change picture). Limited colors. Hard to aim... blurry zoom.
And it's all paid. You can find better "children drawing" things on internet for free...
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